CoRIM

Explaining Attesters to Verifiers

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-birkholz-rats-corim/

RATS WG, IETF 114
History

→ WG indicated strong support for adopting CoRIM as a starting point for conveyance of reference values and endorsements
→ see ML thread
→ Unfortunately CoRIM was out-of-scope of charter-01
History

Recharter happened (charter-02)

- Main deliverable 6: “Standardize interoperable data formats to securely declare and convey endorsements and reference values.”
- Milestone: “Jul 2022 Call for adoption on Concise Reference Integrity and Endorsement Manifests”
In the meantime ...

→ version -03 published
→ (open source) tooling available
→ CoRIM protocol extensions
→ application profiles built on top of CoRIM
Adopt?
Background

If you want to catch up with the nitty gritty:

→ **Previously on this YT channel**
→ **Slides**